MBTI® master class
workshop

Advanced Team
Development
Myers-Briggs Type Indicator® (MBTI®) Master
Class Series workshops are designed for certified
practitioners who wish to deepen their understanding
of type theory and its practical application.
The Advanced Team Development workshop draws on decades of
research and the experiences of practitioners who have successfully
used the MBTI® instrument in their consulting, training and coaching
with teams.
High performance teams come in many shapes and forms with
the common ingredient being effective interactions between
team members. The MBTI® instrument continues to offer those
practitioners working with teams key practical and long lasting insights
for optimising team performance.

You will learn to:
Determine when it is
appropriate to use the MBTI®
instrument with teams
Present the benefits of the
MBTI® instrument for team
development
Use personality type data for
team analysis

www.themyersbriggs.com

Explore team strengths and
blindspots
Help leaders and teams work
together effectively
Improve team communication,
decision making and problem
solving
Support teams in actioning
learnings from team activities

Other MBTI® Master
Class Workshops

--Adv. Applications
--Type and Change
--Type and Coaching
--Type and Conflict
--Type and Leadership
--Practitioner Refresher
Beyond the
introductory
level awaits much
deeper and profound
opportunities for
practitioners and
their clients to apply
type theory for more
focused development.
Dr Martin Boult,
Senior Director
and Psychologist
The Myers-Briggs
Company

Boost
your
confidence
To attend the Advanced MBTI® Applications
Master Class, you need to be certified to
administer the MBTI® instrument.

Workshop resources
Participant Resource Guide
Introduction to Myers-Briggs®
Type and Teams booklet

See www.themyersbriggs.com to find out about
MBTI® certification.

The workshop environment
offers participants a unique
opportunity to interact, learn
and exchange experiences
with other MBTI® certified
practitioners who are applying
personality type within their
organizations.

Build your skills
with MBTI® Master
Class Workshops

Get in touch
Have you got a question?
Contact our MBTI® experts:
www.themyersbriggs.com

About The Myers-Briggs Company
In our fast-changing world, your edge lies in harnessing 100 percent of
your talent – at work, home, college, or anywhere in between.
The Myers-Briggs Company empowers people to be the best versions
of themselves. By enriching self-awareness and understanding of
others, we help organizations around the world to improve teamwork,
develop inspirational leaders, foster diversity, and solve their most
complex people challenges.
We’re established assessment developers, expert trainers and
experienced psychologists. Our powerfully practical solutions are
grounded in a deep understanding of the trends that affect people and
organizations today, and we’re ready to help you succeed.
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